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Are you starting to get Cabin Fever??? We have some ideas to
help you through the winter blues!
Join us at Frankfort High School on Thursday evenings for indoor flying. Watch your email for a reminder from Fred.
We’ve had a good turnout, with good flying and a lot of catching up about what we are building over the winter.

The dinners out are going great! Last month we went
to Papa J’s in Honor and had a great time. This
month we are going to Hungry Tummy in Beulah,
with another dinner planned for later in the month.
Everyone is welcome, the more the merrier! Again,
watch your emails and join us. Also, if you have a
restaurant suggestion, please let us know. We are always looking for a new place to try.

HELP!
I would like to get pictures and/or an article from anyone who is building over the
winter to share with our members in the newsletter.
Just a few sentences about what you are building, or
your new purchase would be appreciated. Just email
them to me chrisbobek@acegroup.cc

This is a copy of my opinion requested to be sent to the FAA by the AMA website.
As a member of the AMA, our local R/C club sanctioned by the AMA, and the fact
that we self regulate our members and each other on responsible, legal usage of R/C
craft. Registering myself, or aircraft, with the FAA is an unnecessary step for those
of us that already abide by operating standards that have a safety record that is exemplary in the model aircraft field. As a former private pilot, I do see the necessity for
protecting the safety of all aviation factions from ANY danger that may create an unsafe environment for any craft, be it military, civil or commercial. I feel the correct
procedure would to automatically enroll AMA members without the necessity of separate individual member enrollment and FAA recognition that the AMA and it's
members are preregistered by our AMA member number. As far as registering voluntarily those that are not AMA members, I follow the dictum that only those that are
of criminal nature would knowingly violate the safety of any person, craft, or property and would NOT register themselves or their craft. Yes, commercial use of R/C
craft should and is regulated, but I feel the effect of registration, and the concomitant
voluntary abidance of regulations of usage would have little if any effect on those
that endanger us with their irresponsible usage of these UAS.
Thank You for your consideration of these observations
Jeffrey M. Lepke
AMA#1053947

This winter I'm building a bi-plane called "The Bipe", I found the plans on Outerzone.com.
This is a scratch build project and it is like building 1.5 planes at the same time. So far I
have the skeleton of both wings and the fuselage done. I'm getting close to starting the construction of the horizontal and vertical stabilizer.

Once the skeleton's are finished I will start on the mechanical part of the
build. I will need to
bend all the landing
gear the aluminum
brackets that attach the
top wing to the lower
wing etc.

I'm still thinking of what color I will finish the plane
with, maybe yellow with black trim, will see what happens. I look forward to flying this beast this Spring.
Mark Harrison

Another 3 pointer!

